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Even heritage brands s uch as Givenchy have now embraced online pres ences . Image credit: Givenchy
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Marketers and retailers need to be aware that product recommendations have a long-term impact on brand loyalty
and customer lifetime value, beyond short-term conversions.

When customers engage with product recommendations, there is a 70 percent increase in purchase rates in initial
and subsequent sessions, according to a new study by Monetate. Product recommendations are instrumental in
keeping online shoppers engaged.
"When consumers engage with product recommendations even just a click-through the rate at which those
consumers eventually move to purchase is almost 50 percent," said Brian O'Neill, CT O of Monetate, Philadelphia.
"Consumers are engaging with recommendations at a rate of just over 11 percent."
For this study, Montate analyzed 700 million ecommerce sessions to understand how product recommendations
are driving engagement and sales and improving customer experience.
Shopper engagement
Ideally, recommended products lead to customer engagement as shoppers click on items, add them to carts or buy
them during their online session.
Customers who engage with recommendations have a purchase rate of 10.5 percent within a session, which is 70
percent higher than the purchase rate of 6.2 percent for customers who see recommendations but do not click on the
product listings. In following sessions, engaged customers still have a 55 percent higher purchase rate than nonengaged shoppers.

Customers who engage with product recommendations are more likely to purchase items. Image credit: Monetate
Product recommendations do more than drive purchases, however. Recommended products also build customer
loyalty by increasing shopper engagement over multiple online sessions.
Shoppers who clicked on a recommended product are 20 percent more likely to return for another session than
customers who only viewed unrecommended products. Customers who viewed recommended products without
purchasing were also 14 percent likelier to return to an ecommerce site than those customers who purchased items
but did not engage with a recommended product.

Shoppers who engage with product recommendations spend more. Image credit: Bloomingdale's
T he average order value (AOV) also sees a positive impact from product recommendations.
When a customer buys or adds a recommend product to their online cart, AOV jumps from from $107.12 to $142.44
for an increase of 33 percent more than customers who do not engage with recommendations. T he average number
of items purchased is also 4.5 compared to 3 items for shoppers who see but do not engage with product
recommendations.
Personalized recommendations
For retailers to benefit from product recommendations, it is crucial to make relevant recommendations. T o drive
engagement, recommendations must be personalized.
"With the strong correlation between recommendation engagement and conversion rate, a higher level of
sophistication in personalized recommendations translates directly to revenue," Monetate's Mr. O'Neill said.
Despite boosts such as increased loyalty, conversion rates and revenues, only 6 percent of marketers in a 2017 study
by Monetate identified their personalization strategies as "advanced." Implementing a sophisticated personalization
plan can be challenging, but making an investment can have a great impact on profitability.
One of the biggest challenges companies face for personalization is going beyond segmentation towards
customization on an individual level. Part of what makes this difficult is a lack of communication across channels,
meaning that a single customer's digital activity is not connected to their in-store behavior (see story).

Consumer identity is a highly advanced form of customer service, which means luxury brands will need to invest
heavily in this field to stay on top of mass brands in creating above and beyond service.
However, the high number of brands who are interested in integrating this technology might not be able to do so
within the near future. In a survey by the Association of National Advertisers, only 15 percent of companies said they
can identify shoppers "accurately and consistently," and 69 percent said they could only partially do so (see story).
"Getting product recommendations right for luxury brands is even more critical than for traditional brands," Mr.
O'Neill said.
"Whereas commodity shoppers often return frequently and can be exposed to a wide range of products during their
path to purchase, luxury shoppers often have longer delays between shopping experiences," he said. "T his makes it
essential for the brand to make every element of the customer experience as relevant as possible to that individual
during the window of opportunity.
"By using highly personalized product recommendations, brands can build resonance with the customer that
extends beyond the single product they are shopping for during that session, thus building a foundation for trust and
loyalty that will compel them to return when they are ready to buy again."
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